
Tuesday 21 of June st

16h00             Registration & Coffee

16h30             Opening speech

16h45   Q&A

Target and prioritize: presentation of UFE study on energy efficiency

Smart financing and innovation: the way forward

Christine GOUBET-MILHAUD, President of the French Union of Electricity

Paul HODSON, Head of C.3 "Energy Efficiency" Unit, Directorate-General 
for Energy to the European Commission

17h00                  Panel debate 
                              

A more ambitious approach on residential buildings 
Riccardo VIAGGI, General Secretary, European Builders Confederation EBC 
 

Unlock the potential of tertiary buildings 
Laurent KRAIF, Chief Executive Officer, PERFESCO

Innovative financing of energy efficiency
Luca BERTALOT, General Secretary, European Mortgage Federation EMF-ECBC

Optimizing industrial utilities and energy efficiency in heating and 
cooling networks 

Yann MENAGER, Senior Analyst European Affairs, DALKIA 

Digital revolution and energy efficiency 
Indran RATNATHICAM, Vice President Marketing & Strategy, FIRST FUEL

18h00             Q&A

18h15             Closing remarks

18h45             Networking cocktail

Tuesday 21 of June 16h00  -  19h30
Stanhope Hotel, Rue du Commerce 9 - 1000 Brussels 

As one of the 5 pillars of the Energy Union Strategy, energy efficiency is a key enabler 

o f  a n  a m b i t i o u s  a n d  c o s t - e f f i c i e n t  l o w  c a r b o n  t r a n s i t i o n .

The Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) adopted in 2012 established a comprehensive EU 

framework, driving the reduction of energy demand in all EU Member States. However, 

the current framework remains too complex, fragmented, and needs to be readjusted in 

order to deliver its full benefits, at the least cost.

As the European Commission currently addresses the review of the energy efficiency 

directive, this event aims at identifying and debating the most promising opportunities 

for a successful approach, at European level.

At the frontline of energy efficiency investments, experts from residential and tertiary 

buildings, ESCO and financing platforms, will gather on the same podium to discuss the 

way forward, and pave the way for the uptake of a strong, dynamic and competitive 

European industry for energy efficiency services.

Join us on the 21 of June for a comprehensive high level debate, and step in the reflection!

With the kind support of

moderated by Hughes BELIN, independent energy journalist
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